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1 ■ MEMORANDUM (^STATISTICAL IEVELOPMOT . ;. : ■ ■ ,...;-.-,:,.:,■

Introduction . : r .; .

1« Statistical development in Africa has "been defined "by the first two

Conferences of African Statisticians as the adaptation of the statistical

apparatus.to the requirements of development and planning. After four

years of work and research on the methods of adapting this statistical

apparatus^ both in the African countries individually and in ECA working

parties collectively, it seems worth while to retrace in this memorandum

the way that has b'sen: followed. As will be seen, a considerable amount of

relevant experiencedS* now available on the African continent,

2. Enormous wastage has been incurred in the past in the use of develop

ment credits, for want of an adequate statistical instruments it will be

possible to reduce this if planning techniques are improved through present

and future statistical development. One of the main functions of the Third

Conference of African Statisticians, to be held under the auspices of ECA,

will be to set the African countries even more firmly than in the past on

the way that has been mapped out.

3» The following topicB will be examined in succession:

relations bet-ween, planning bodies and statistics; . ,:-■,■;

■■recommendations'oh the'work'programme of the statistical services^ ";-

..;;.;.-,..; PARTI. FLAmTBTG BODIES AHI) STATISTICS . ; , .. ..,.,,

4* The theme of the relations between planning bodies and statistics! has

been referred to in the pant by many EGA working-parties. We will mention

in particular the Working Group on. the Uses of National Accounts9 in January

1961s ..the Seep&&■Conference of African Statisticians, in June 19^1.i,tife

Working.?arty on Economic and Social Development, in January,, 1?62j and above

all the Working Group on Kational Accounts? in September ; 1962K; and., the. Expert

Group on;;Comprehensive Bsyelcpment Planning* in October 1962,. whose reports

are. being, submitted to t^e fifth session of EGA. undor the numbers E/CNr14/221

and E/CU.14/182,
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5. Discussions on the subject are always lively, for many African

countries are in search' of -a," means :.b:ir:B:|3SGciation'"..between planning

and statistics % nobody questions the need, of a close association^; -:

but there are difficulties to surmount.

6^, :;_jln: .the..; first .plao^jr tjie Planning ,Serv.ic;e is. always,.in. .a, hurry^. j,

for .datas... .es-^ecia^ly..,^h.en -p^ans.., ar.e^ei^g.'.dram.wp.; .. .It^must.j .ftowe^e

be rjec-p^ni:aed:;thajt ^iany;^statistical.: data .ar^e .wpr^ejij.Qui;. only :a£&er■ ;>

prolonged effort,.-. .Thus^^t takes. .$\&..j>t...thr.ee. years to1 ;have £eadv .,..;

t£e4r.£sul$£: of; ;■&. po^pu^aiiijQn; censusi?vthe ^^ng^pin; inj. th

;.of /a,;^lan,; [iD^s.. sample '^iquXcL be nw^^iglie^i. . .in- many

tie or nothirbgri,s-.knQ.-tm. .pf; the s^ruQ^ur;ea.;..o^ incomej:. con.sumptp.on;, .^and

savings^ yet the aim or effect of planning is often to mobilize savings,

-aoiovi:^ *>:o QV.is o i-f r : •:.*:■? ■:.■•-]■ us. '",. ;: ■:■ ;;o. .." ':.■■■_.-p.;tV'J---;'rt" -'-r.-1-17.^-':
modify consumptions or establish a fiscal policy. In'the same way,

questions like that * of the benefits' to dV expected' from establishing

agricultuVaTvadvisVfy'*serVic'es ''are very difficult^ to' answer "without"'

a minimum of "objectiVe "knowledge on agricul'tufal man-pbwerV'the dis-

"tribution'of crops, yields, "and so'on/'ail of which information'demands""

a long and'costly series'of agricultural surveys.

7. Must the preparation of the plans then9 await the completion of

the most important"statis-iiioal survey?" This would 'be absurd'j for it

would mean a loss of ^luaBle -*±-m<g for:'many. .dev.el.opm-ent

are..3?noim,.to rb.e ;useful,.evea if their influe.nce. on the .general .economy

of the country cannot be measured,. Planning techniques and statistical

development must ^tiilj'hbwe^er-3 rW^2?econciled? and important recornr-

mendaj^ionsptha^^are .gradually, emerging.-on- 1fc_is .po^t. yi 11 ...be^.listed.

■ below.- ;.'.. .: ,- ,,..,;..:,.. .......<.-....,.■/::- -.,-■-■ -.-■ ■■>■■■■ ..-■■:■■ - - .-.■'■'■■.',..-.■■- ,-r^

'8. ' Firstiyp££-Hhe;£ifee&s are-Considered af;"'the. Resent m6men'i: of•"•-■:

a planning Bdcty Maf'}ias';4;6 ■prepare:7&:de^elopment-.pian''within-

"■timey;-it::;isi;ceria;ln'that'ilie- s%k®$ ^and-researdh office-- of..this

' mus^'be: able tb:ob1idfnr'^Hmm^er-;of!:f3igures from the statistician.' -j-'^

'When -no:;objective su^vsy "ha-s beeA- carried out ■in a p'artictilar-.-sph.er&j.-;.

' the-■statisti6ian':will1" bften'-'havs 'Kc-
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"estimate, however rough it may "fee, rather than" a'blank refusal. For

his part, the 'planner'1 must keep'in mind the State of statistical

development, and be able to' limit his demand to what ca'n reasonably

b-e stated xn" figures. Here there come on the "scene two 'categories

of:experts who are rare for the moment, not only in Africa, but in

the whole worlds on the one hand, the statistician^economist who can

make use of anything, borrowing if necess^r^ from neighbouring ooun-

..tries the technical- coefficients that he lacks, such as rate ,of growth

; of, population and-capital-output ratio in- a given-sector fc..and- on the

■other .hand,, the planner.who is able to adapt his techniques-;to the

degree of statistical development. ■ .. ■ .■</■ ,-. •. ■"".'.■.■■■ ■ ' -

9. :,- Secondly,, if ..the-: next, three or the next ten years are viewed in

a dynamic perspective, it is essential to-Include:in each balance-

sheet of.- the development plan-the necessary -credits- for improving the

: statistical information to be used in the preparation of the following

plan,. To put it -simply,, it can be said, that at..present it is for the

planner to-adapt .his planning techniques to-the- present state of the

..statistical-apparatus,; but in the long run,: it is, for the statistical

■.apparatus to become- adapted to.more: elaborate-planning techniques.

-.■JFq recognise this is to admit that the statistical^apparatus is slow,

-in star-ting, and that a considerable .,-p.art. of the. statistical programme

...consists in-working for the .future-Director of ..Planning, and not for

. the, .present holder of the post. This--supposes--a certain autonomy in

the Statistical Service, which has its... own working-rhythm different

in some respects from that of the planner 5 but at the -same time, the

statistician, must know enough of planning techniques to be able to

guide his activities in the right .direction. ;;........

,10.,, .The same problem-of reconciling,in the-statistician a degree of

interdependence with a degree, of independence is.-found again when

Statistics is -employed, not .for ...the preparation of the plan, but for

the supervision-of its carrying out. The-question:is one of entrust

ing, to the statistician not the "administrative function of supervision,
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"but the responsibility of measuring the effects of the development

plan in one sectorj for example agriculture? or in the economy; as a

whole. Here again, the points of view of the planner and.the statis

tician may not coincide? and although the survey programme intended to

measure the effect of the plan may have to be drawn up by them jointly^

it is logical to, leave the statistician enough, independence to carry

it through with complete objectivity,

11. A number of suggestions arise'during the course of the preceding

arguments. both on the- administrative-organization of planning-and

statistics, and on the programmes of the relevant bodies. They can

be summarised as follows s . ■._...

(a) ■-Although the experts are not unanimous.-on the points i*

■ seems that the question of whether a planner; should-attempt

to apply overall pro.gramming techniques even when statist—

. "' • "leal data are lacking is badly stated. ■ In- fact? there is

.. always some lack of statistical datas the difference in

situation from country to country is a question of degree,

■ - and the true problem., which is much more difficult and calls

. ' -for more researchs is how to adapt overall programming

techniques to differerent degrees of statistical- development.

This type of research is among those which should be under

taken by the Institut africainde developpement economique

et de planification (African Institute for Economic Develop-

...' .ment and Planning).

(b) During the preparation of the plans? the planning services

require national accountants and statistician—economists

capable of presenting all the-necessary data with the least

11 ' -.possible delay. The latter' roust work hand in hand with the

. ■' . planners and be able to make the best use of all the avail—

...: ■ . ■ able. data3 even those,;, that are .doubtful* .Here again? al—

:■-■ -. .though-there istnot unanimity on the point?-, it, s.eems that

■ • . many African..countries- prefer to include these..statistician-

economists in the planning team itself and not in the
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statistical service*' We must welcome in; passing, the/establish

ment of centres for training these statisticians (see document

e/cet. 14/224). ,.. . . . ■

(c) ECA would perform-a. very useful service .by seeking out and

publishing, preferably in all the countries of Africa, the . ,,

technical coefficients, that would allow numerous planners

■to make use o.f data collected in other countries. . The Second

Conference of. African ...Statisticians made .a recommendation

■ ■.. to. this effect (Report, paragraph 89).. Naturally the pro

cedure is dangerous, but a first exercise in planning, even

if it is rough or incomplete, is better than nothing at all,

provided the necessary caution is observed. ' -;

(d) It must,be admitted that planning is not an.exercise that

is carried out once for all, but a continual and progressive

effort that is improved every time a new plan-is prepared.

In this dynamic perspective it is logical' to include in each

period of the plan the cre&its'hece'ssafy to improving the

statistical apparatus that will Serve in"" "the adoption of the

following plan,

(e) The Statistical Service must therefore devote a considerable

part of its activities to preparing the future of planning,

and for that reason it'must'be given the necessary autonomy

in the adoption of "its programmes.' This is especially

important in conn'exion'with' the establishmenV'df a permanent

survey section within, the .statistical service.

(f) It; is also-necessary-to preserve the independence of the - .-:

■;'-': .li Statistical1 Service within thev'adininiSitira^i-ve'Organi^SEtion

'"' ■;-;"-when-the former is responsible for -measuring? through■■^ur- .

"' "■■■• veys, "the-effects-of the .development.: plan .-.on the economy.

■': ■■-of the country, "■■'■' ■■ . ■.■•■■: .- ■■■..; .- ?.<-r'x-.\ ■■.-?■ >:■.;■ .-■ ■ .- ■> ■ :
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: : ; ;! :PAHT II. PR00RAMMB.-.OP.ACTIVITIES OF .THE. STATISTICAL SERVICE

12. A list of "basic statistics for planning was discussed at the

First Conference of African Statisticians. Although the great merits

of this list have been recognized^ the .■following criticisms have "been

made*' - ■ ■■■- : ■■■ ' ■ ■"■" ■■■■' ' ■ ■ ■ . '• ■ ■ ,■ /■... ■ ■ ■■.-■

(a) The "basic list does hot distinguish among the very different

situations prevailing in Africain countries, some 6f: which

have a statistical development going "back more1 than1 fifty

years, while others have just created a central statistical

service,

("b) At the same level of statistical development the list makes

no provision for priorities among the different seriess

population, man-powerj agriculture? and so on*

.(c) The list does not provide a good basis for operations:

: . it is given as a list of pieces of information without

. ,,r.- regard to the practical grouping of data that can be collected

■■•,. .in one survey or that call for the same data-processing

equipment. In other words, it is desirable to regroup the

data? giving the list of the operations or statistical

efforts needed to obtain them* •■-.■■

(d) The list does not indicate the use to be made of the various

series? in other.words, it is constructed for the producer

: : . . of statistics and not for the convenience of the user*

13, It is now'possible, owing to the experience gained during the

past four- years, to go -much further, and it is.-suggested that the

Third Conference 6f African Statisticians should devote-an., important

part of its efforts to a better definition, of the laws of statistical

development for the needs, of planning., Without attempting to define

these laws in the present paper, a brief summary will b;e, given of the

principles on which they might be based.
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14- A distinction must "be made between the statistical series needed for

an exercise in overall planning and those useful for the development

of one particular sector. It is much easier to define the latter in

the spheres of health* educatioh3 labour, or even agriculture. Since

the Conference of African Statisticians brings together the central

statistical services, it is the only conference that can devote itself

to an attempt to 'clarify the former, that is to say the series necessary

to overall planning. Groups of more specialised experts will,then

be able,., under the auspices of the competent organizations and with

the cooperation of ECA? to devote themselves to the specific spheres

of application.

15• To confine ourselves to the,sphere of overall planning, distinc

tions between the countries must be introduced according to their degree

of statistical development. This was proposed by the experts on national

accounts at their meeting in September 1962. Their relevant recommend

ations, extracted from document E/CItf.14/221, are reproduced.in the annex*

Three stages were defined*

. (a) The statistically least advanced countries, that is to.say

those which possess no permanent survey organization in the

field and are only beginning to establish national accounts.

(b) Countries at an intermediate statistical stage, that is to

say those which have a permanent organization for the direct

collection of statistical data, especially by means of sample

surveys, ' . . . ■

(c) Countries with a well developed statistical organization,

that is to say those which have programmes for the continual

publication of statistical series and whose administrative

services supply a great number of statistical data as a

by-product of their activities.

If this classification is applied, to African countries, there will

be found two or-throe countries only in the highest category, about

ten countries in the intermediate category, and all the rest, that
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is to say some twenty countries, in the least statistically advanced

class,""' --■■■■-.-■ .■■-.. -.. ■ ■■■■-- ;•■■ ■■ ■■ - ■" ^ ■■ • ■•-■

16,. .^he importance will be noted .that is given to the survey apparatus

.of the countries considered in the classification. This agrees wiiih

the conclusions of the group of experts,who discussed household surveys

in December 196*1 • ...Without, a ^permanent body of investigators at the

disposal..of the Statistical .Services it is impossible to. collect data

•*- household income? consumption (especially auto—consumption),

■ ■"-. ■ and. savings; . -,-.t.-- .. • ■ ■ *.•■.■• - .■■ .■■ ■■'■.- ■',

— prices? trade margins? and trade movement; * ■■■■■-.■

— the production of individual'enterprises in the urban craft^

workers' sector and in almost the whole'of the rural area;

— man—power, unemployment? under—employment9 productivity;

.;• — verification of the. always'".incomplete .data on births and ■■■..-.

deaths, ■ . ■■■;.'.'. . ■-■..■ ■:

.17- A very important distinction is that between-:-the statistical work

to be carried '.out in" the base?ryears? when the plans are. being prepared^

and those'to-be carried out continuously. . This distinction is valid

for all countries, whatever the stage of development, and is based

on.the.considerations set.,forth above in paragraph 8. Briefly? it

is clear that during the years.when the plan, has to be established,

all the necessary statistics must be presented in a convenient form:

national accounts, inter-industrial-flow tabless balance of paymentsj

and so on. All these tables presuppose a knowledge of the economic

structures, and a special effort must therefore'be' devoted during the

years''preceding the establishment of the .plans'to the series describ

ing these structures. ~ ' ' ' "" ' ' "! !"

18. The national accountants who met at Addis Ababa in September 196"2

confirmed the "referenc-©-yastf."termin61ogy defined.-by:..the■• meeting of

January 1961 on the us.e of'national accounts:; - Reference .years 'are
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those in which a special effort is made to publish structural data

such as distribution of the population'between-'urban and rural areas,

classification of the economically active population by sex* age, : ,;,, .

occupation, and industry? or again? in the agricultural sphere, dis

tribution of;farms according to region,type of crops area, and so on?

:-or-again, census of industrial enterprises or distribution of house

holds according to income,, among other things.

The preceding examples show most of the data that are included

in programmes of demographic? agricultural, industrial, and other,

censuses.. The years in which these censuses are carried out will

necessarily be reference years, but the operations are costly and can

be carried out in most African countries only every ten years,

19. An example will show how the reference-year idea can be extended

without increasing the number of censuses. In a country where rapid

development is going on3 for example after the discovery of oil, or

under the impetus of a rapid expansion of industrial cropping, con- .

'. siderable distortions occur in the distribution of the economically

active population; towns come into existence or double their popula

tion, certain rural areas become centres of an intense immigration

or emigration, and so on. In this case the Statistical Service, with

out awaiting the next population census, should undertake a .sample

survey in the.urban or rural areas concerned. In other cases, where

'an agrarian reform has been carried out, it will be necessary to make

a series of observations to ascertain exactly the new structure of

■' farms by area, type of cultivation, or other criteria.. The reference

year will then be that in which the most important data onthe develop

ment of the economic structures are measured either by census or by

sampling,

20. This being so? the fundamental question for the establishment

■ -of;a programme of statistical development is wha/t interval shall

separate two successive reference years.- The reply to this question

depends on several factors, the most important beings

- the speed of transformation of the economy, and

- the period chosen for the length of operation of the plan.
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It can;':be saia-iii^a general-way that for all African countries decennial

censUsesr:are indispensable,; and that in the interval between.,..censuses. .

it would-be us-eful-tb mate the reference years -coincide with .the limit

ing daies'o'f the various' successive'plans. ■ ... .. .■ = ...

21. The'terminology that has "ieea 'adopted, then, makes it- possible to

define for each'stage of statistical development' two kinds"of statistical

works

-structural statistics, to be'collected during the reference

years; ■ '■ " ■ ■ :

: ~ annual statistics, which facilitate the following of economic

development.between two reference years*

■ .This., distinction, mads systematically for the three stages of develop

ment jy-will be. found .in the table given in the annex.

22. The Third Conference of African. Statisticians .ie to pass judgement

on the intermediate system of national-apoouats, which is summarized _

in the list of tables given in: the. aaneac. -Here it is; enough to say that

in drawing-up^this list of -tables-the- national accountants l^yo been guided

by the- following rules/ which' are disuuesed in detail, in document e/CH.14/

"(a) The most important tableware those describing the production

" apparatusi" ' The ■contribution of dsvelcpraent, --indeed, -must- .

^ bear mainly or'the enlargement"of thi-e apparatus.. It is there-

" : '' ' fore essential t6';de^crioe V=s"-,ie6hahisw. Tables' have thus-.

'■" " been introduced such o,a ^hose of ^osmodibY balances in quantity

and value (table" 2) E 6* i^n te,TDles--of-inter-Uadustrial flows

(table"3), which show -ae"iaterconnexion:of-the various sectors

of the eocnoajTo Their ues !■■ no^ spread over the Fax-Eas.t-.

■ as well as the planning co.in;;,criG3 o± Airxcs^ .:

(b) The'accent is" puf on "the 'detail and composition of the accounts,

'■"" "' and not on the traditional Segregates, such as- national: income,

which are generally of mtia use in Afrioa for two reasons!
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on the one hand they are drawn up by adding together indis—

■ :- -.•■■- ■crim-inately' reliable-series and very approximate series-, and

■■■' " ': are -th-erefore-often of- doubtful-value? and on the-' other iiahd

: ' ^they serve more to measure'economic progress than tb;-show-its

■.- mechanism, and as-has been-said above, priority-must'':"b-e glven-

™-i:;i-1 ' in the'development process to describing the- mechanisms of

. .■■■■■.-■■ . ;■ '■ the economy. ■ ■ " ; ■ ■ " ' .■■-■■■■.■■■■.■.■

(c) The Importance of the chronological series is clearly seen

in'annual statistics. It is necessary, the better to "in-?""

fluence the future, to'know how the past has developed. This

implies the establishment'of constant-price series, which is

recommended for all the series describing production.

23. The intermediate systems of^national accounts allows the construc

tion of most of the economic growth models.;: 'Indeed, the planning- ■'■" ' '

operation consists mainly in constructing this system of accounts for

a base-year and projecting it into the future for the.end year of the

plan or a more remote period. The'more detailed the accounts are, the

more interesting will be the projection.

24. There is, however, the defect that not all the information neces

sary to planning is contained in the intermediate system. It must be

remembered especially that the planning of the particular sectors of

the economy demands much more detailed series. Thus, agricultural

production appears product "by product in table 2, but if the projection

of this table into the future is desired, it is neoessary to know the

present areas and yields of the crops and to foresee how these areas

and yields will develop under the influence of the agricultural advisory

services or the investments furnished. In the same way the plan laid

down for employment will appear in the projection of table 1, but to

ensure the compatibility of this table with the production tables it

will be necessary to foresee the development of productivity in the

various sectors of the economy. It remains possible for the result of

all the actions provided for in the economy to appear in the intermediate

system, and it seems legitimate to propose the latter as the frame for

statistical development.
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CONCLUSIONS

25«.v The... present memorandum is intended to show; the genial .[trends now

emerging in.. Africa.-,in.-, the problem .of the relations--between statistics

aneUplanning. Many, of the ideas .^ expressed here? however, are, still

under discussion, and. haveo.-net assumed^ definite :form.j:.i..:J..-.report on

the development, of these, ideas: will therefore -be,-submitted/ to., the forth

coming sessions of.the Commission. The next Conference ■of Statisticians

will also.make it possible to take stock of statistical development and

especially of advances in the work in.surveys and national.accounts that

is the most essential to planning. It has thus been suggested that the

Third Conference of African Statisticians in .October .1963 ,.should become

an important occasion for exchanges on the theme of "Statistics and

Planning" s and the support of all the governments who are members or

associate, members-, of;.the Commission :Will be-neOessary to give these -f..'1-

exchanges the importaEice; that ,they, deserve. •.•...■.'..■;.<■?■. -.■■■■ ■..-. ■ .■ ;-r-M-


